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Mission

Xinapse will unlock unprecedented new experience and value 

for all interactions around the world through generative AI technology
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We lead 

the AI communication 

technology 

for speaking, listening, 

reading and understanding 

to enable humans and artificial 

intelligence 

to empathize with each other.

With just one picture, the motion of the guide 
video is transferred to create a virtual video 
without shooting or video.

Designed based on Korean characteristics, it is 
excellent for understanding intent compared to 
general rule-based methods

Review data once again with deep learning 
technology for higher user intention recognition

If you learn at least 48 sentences of data for 30 
minutes, you can create your own voice with high 
quality of 32,000hz.

By converging various data into one, it creates a 
completely new voice that is not in the world that 
companies want.

New content is created by adding the characteristics of 
a new speaker to the original voice data

Korea's first AI virtual voice navigation

Korea’s first AI virtual voice TV commercial

World's first 32,000hz virtual voice commercialization

World's first multi-speaker synthetic virtual voice commercialization

World's first AI virtual voice bible

AI Voice AI Video

AI Dialogue



HI-SEOUL
Promising
Company

Award of Excellence
Start Tel Aviv

Seoul, 2017

Top10 APAC ML
solution provider

2018

101 Most Innovative
South Korea Based

AI Companies

Awarded at Fintech 
IP Competition 

2019

Seoul Hidden 
Champion

(Work-Life Balance)

Korea AI Startup 
100

K-Global
300

K-Baby Unicorn
200

Post-TIPS
(Post-Tech Incubator Program 

for Startup)

Awarded at 4th 
Industry Revolution 
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Youth Friendly
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SW Growth 
Company 200

Promising company 
in growing Industries 

of Seoul

Startup Monster C-LAB Shinhan
Future’s Lab

Kakao
Startup Nomad

Top5 Big data x AI
Startup

IBK ChanggongShinhan
Open Innovation

Award & Certification



Key Clients
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Create content quickly and easily 

with various voice engine such as AI 

synthetic voice, AI virtual voice, and 

AI transfer voice.



Collaborated with 

News delivered by AI virtual voice.

Collaborated with 

• With the virtual voice of reporter Kim Bo-kyung of Arirang 
International Broadcasting, immediate English news can be 
provided just by inputting text

Delivering news in time 
on behalf of reporters 
by generating virtual voices in real time.

• YouTube is a media channel that needs continuous and fast exposure and distribution
• It took 4-5 people 2-3 days to create one YouTube advertisement content, but after the 

introduction of virtual voice, one person can create one content per day.

A real-time virtual voice platform 
that distributes YouTube advertisements quickly 
with fewer people and at lower cost.



Collaborated with Collaborated with 

• Dongwon Choi's voice is reproduced with AI virtual voice in 
Com2uS Pro Baseball V22 TV commercial.

The deceased professional baseball legend 
Choi Dong-won(1958.05.24 ~ 2011.09.14) is revived 
with artificial intelligence.

• Through JTBC's 20th presidential election counting broadcast, AI virtual 
voices of the deceased former presidents(Park Chung-hee, Kim Young-
sam, Kim Dae-jung, and Roh Moo-hyun) were released.

Former presidents who have passed away 
deliver messages to future generations 
with virtual voices



Collaborated with Collaborated with 

• It is impossible to record the aged MC Song Hae(born in 1927), 
so it is implemented as a virtual voice based on the existing 
broadcast data to process advertisement lines .

Even if a celebrity cannot record, 
you can create a TV commercial 
that looks like it was actually recorded.

• When creating webtoon-based motion graphic content, the character's 
lines are processed with AI virtual voices that can express emotions.

A character in motion graphic animation
speaks lines with a virtual voice 
with emotions.



Collaborated with Collaborated with 

• Onnuri Church's 40-minute study data of Senior Pastor Jae-Hoon Lee was used to 
produce the entire Bible with AI virtual voice. (3.54 million views) 

* 120,000 characters for general books

With only 40 minutes of recording, 
the entire 1.3 million characters of the Bible 
were completed with virtual voice.

• For the TV commercial of the Childfund, we created a virtual voice by 
synthesizing the voices of 100 children collected through our data 
collection solution and recording.

Gathering the voices of 100 people 
to create an TV commercial
with a voice that does not exist in reality.



AI virtual voice navigation and 

infortainment system with AI 

synthetic voice



Han Moon-cheol
Lawyer

Lee Moo-Jin
Singer

Ahn Young-Mi
Comedian∙MC

Park Ji-Yoon
Voice Actor

Yoo Hyun-Joo
Professional Golfer

Collaborated with 

Provide navigation service with AI virtual voice of various celebrities through Korea's No. 1 
navigation T-map

Implementation of road guidance data of 
59,000 nationwide 
as a virtual voice navigation service.



Collaborated with 

Xinapse's AI virtual voice will be installed 
in the infotainment system 
of automakers. 
(PoC in progress)

Synthetic virtual voice generation technology combines 
speech data of various people to create and provide a 
completely new virtual voice suitable for mobility 
infotainment



All audio content related to 

Christianity, including the AI virtual 

voice bible, is provided in one place.



Serviced by
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Xinapse uses AI technology to make 

a nostalgic voice that seemed like it 

would never be heard again. It 

conveys the impression of hearing it 

up close again.



A deceased mother visits 
to celebrate her daughter's wedding 
with AI

To comfort the bereaved family's longing for their mother, who died a month before their daughter's wedding, we 

reproduced the mother with 1 minute and 50 seconds of phone calls and one picture.



Xinapse creates AI humans for 

everyone to use quickly and 

inexpensively with less data.



Comparison of virtual 
image generation 
technology

With , you can creates a virtual image by combining it 
with a virtual voice without shooting or recording.

Method

Features

Degrees of 
freedom

Transfer of the guide image to the photo
Composite the whole object

No need to take video of the target person
Short production period, low cost

Resolution depends on the picture
Limited to various movements

Virtual Human

Created by 3D modeling (CG), image learning
Create the entire target

High-resolution
Long production period, high cost

Various motions can be produced

Deepfake

Replace part of the video with another video
Compositing some areas

Applying various people to one image
Awkward depending on angle and lighting

Reliance on existing images 
to limit various movements



With , you can creates a virtual image by combining it 
with a virtual voice without shooting or recording.

①
Original photo

②
Image quality 
improvement

③
Transition of motion 
from video to image

④
Virtual voice 
combination

Process



Xinapse

#John_Legend  #Live Portrait  # Virtual  #Xinapse

Hi! [Yongwook Nam], This is John Legend here! 

It’s my pleasure to let you know that I’ve joined in LG 
SIGNATURE as a brand new ambassador this year!

LG Signature Ambassador John Legend’s 
virtual video sample production

Realizing a virtual celebrity 
with just one photo 
and YouTube data.

Personalization



Chatbot

Responding to user requests 
24/7

Hybrid Engine

Xinapse’s NLU engine is designed in a general-specific way based on the ambiguous syntax 
and form unique to Korean, so it is excellent for processing similar intents without building 
all expressions as a data set. Intents that could not be processed in the above way are 
processed by supplementing them through the deep learning engine.

More informative, More intuitively

Dual Page combines the strengths of chatbots and web to make an additional information 
area to the chatbot, allowing users to intuitively receive a lot of information within the 
chatbot without unnecessary speech bubbles or various actions.

More Natural

User need not to ask about everything. The chatbot will set questions based on the context 
of the previous conversations for effective and natural communication.



Data

Build AI learning data 
quickly and easily

Automate data labeling at scale
∙ Automated labeling of large-scale data saves time required for labeling.

Algorithm tailored to user characteristics
∙ It is possible to compare and apply algorithms that are suitable for customer data characteristics by 

adding new high-utility algorithms and custom algorithms.

Easy and convenient labeling
∙ Labeling can be done easily and conveniently even by first-time users with one point and click.

∙ Repeatedly provide feedback to the operator to increase labeling accuracy.

Dashboard for managing workflows and working environments
∙ Data processing schedule and productivity management are possible by checking the project work status 

of workers and inspectors at a glance.

∙ Workers can check their participation in the project by viewing the history and workflow of the results.



557, Nonhyeon-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea, 06126

E-mail _ welcome@xinapse.ai | Telephone _ 02-6052-5611 | Fax _ 02-6280-5612

Homepage _ https://www.xinapse.ai


